Apprenticeship Standard:
Network Engineer Level 4
Overview
The primary role of a network engineer is to design, install, maintain and support communication networks within an organisation or between organisations.
Network engineers need to maintain high levels of operation of communication networks in order to provide maximum performance and availability for their
users such as staff, clients, customers and suppliers. They will understand network configuration, the cloud, network administration and monitoring tools, and be
able to give technical advice and guidance. They usually work as part of a larger team, where each member has specific responsibilities for different areas of an
organisation’s infrastructure.

Knowledge and skills:

Requirements

These include: Maths and problem-solving; use of initiative, logical and creative thinking skills.

Key information:
Duration
Qualifications

Progression

Typically this apprenticeship will take 24 months.
Apprentices without level 2 English and Maths will need to
achieve this level prior to taking the end-point assessment.
This apprenticeship is recognised for entry onto the register of
IT technicians confirming SFIA level 3 professional competence
and those completing the apprenticeship are eligible to apply
for registration.
Apprentices who successfully complete the programme
will be eligible to progress to a level 5 programme,
including stage 2 of the Degree Apprenticeship in Digital &
Technology Solutions.

Delivery

Our guided teaching is delivered through a mix of live
webinars delivered by a BPP University tutor, 24/7 access
to recorded lectures and online lecture notes. Including
online teaching sessions with face-to-face inductions and
masterclasses.
Students take part in live discussion with fellow learners
during live webinars and via course forums.

Entry requirements

Key responsibilities

Confirmed Funding Cap
(as of Oct 17)

Includes A levels; a level 3 apprenticeship or other relevant
qualifications; relevant experience and/or an aptitude test
with a focus on functional maths.
Likely to include the implementation and maintenance of
communication networks. A Network Engineer may also
support, develop and design communication networks.
£18,000

Information is relevant to start from 1st May – Starts prior to May 17 have different funding rules
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Employer
• Provide apprentices with a contract
of employment for the duration of the
apprenticeship on the first day of their
apprenticeship and be paid at least a wage
consistent with the law for both the time
they are in work and in off-the-job learning
• Employer must not ask the apprentice to
contribute financially to the direct cost
of learning
• Provide the apprentice with paid time
to attend off-the-job training, including
additional support for English and
Maths, or support accessed for learning
difficulties and/or disabilities
• Recognise that the apprentice must
complete the apprenticeship within their
working hours
• Ensure apprentice spends at least 20%
of their time in off the job training
• Enter into a contract with BPP University
• Support the apprentice to gain new skills
Apprentice
• Be in full-time employment for at least
30 hours a week
• Be an employee (have a contract of
employment for the duration of the
apprenticeship) on the first day of their
apprenticeship and be paid at least a wage
consistent with the law for both the time
they are in work and in off-the-job learning
• A citizen of a country within the
European Economic Area (EEA**) or have
the right of abode in the UK, and have
been ordinarily resident in the EEA for at
least the previous three years on the first
day of learning
• Not be enrolled on another
apprenticeship at the same time
• Has the right to work in England
• Able to complete the apprenticeship in
contracted working hours
• Be in a new job role (nine months or less),
or in an existing job role, where significant
new Knowledge and Skills are needed –
employer statement of justification needed
(relevant to the apprenticeship)

Modules and Content
All apprentices will complete one appropriate professional qualification, which will exempt them from
the related knowledge module.

Business Systems and Project Management

1

• This module covers how to leverage Information systems (IS) tools and
approaches for the purposes of business improvement and enables
students to develop an understanding of key considerations and
techniques in the execution and control of projects

Role Suitability
Specific job roles may include: Network
Technician, Network Engineer, Systems
Engineer, Network Administrator.

Maths for Computing

2

3

• Maths skills and principles required to progress to more
advanced modules

Network Principles
• Network Principles provides an introduction to network concepts
Professional Practice

4

• This module develops skills, attitudes and behaviours that promote the
practising and evidencing of the skills required to become a reflective
professional
Network Systems and Architecture

5

• Network Systems and Architecture and Project Management covers
areas such as Network Architecture, Network Operations, Network
Security and Troubleshooting
Introduction to Computer Architecture

6

• Introduces the fundamental concepts of procedural programming,
context for programming and basic understanding of good
programming practices.
Network Security

7

• Network Security covers areas such as Network Security Compliance
and Operational Security Threats and Vulnerabilities Application, Data
and Host Security

Trailblazer Group
Includes: The Royal Signals, Microsoft, Cisco,
John Lewis, the RAF, Optimity, Hewlett
Packard, HMRC, the Home Office, Oracle,
the NHS, IBM, Cap Gemini, Freedom
Communications, BT and Arqiva.

Business Benefits of the Network Engineer Apprenticeship
(created by a Trailblazer Group):



£

Relevant

Cost effective

New Apprenticeship Standards created
by Trailblazer Groups have been designed
by employers, for employers, to develop
the practical skills and behaviours that
meet employers’ needs.

With government funding available,
apprenticeships offer the chance to
develop talented individuals without
bearing all the cost.


Improving the standard
of apprentices

★
Attract talent

Diversity

The Network Engineer
Apprenticeship Standard provides an
attractive combination of qualifications
and work-based learning to appeal to
new talent, including school leavers
looking for an alternative to university.
The apprentices earn a salary and have no
tuition fees to pay.

This apprenticeship provides
opportunities to those who may
previously not have had access to the
Network Engineer profession, increasing
the diversity in your workforce to provide
a well-rounded client solution.
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The new Standards build on the
strengths of the old frameworks with
Skills, Behaviours and Qualifications that
ensure apprentices are well-rounded and
able to perform better in their roles.

